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Introduction

Method

 Depth cameras are becoming cheaper and more ubiquitous

Our method:

 In most real world applications, cameras are deployed with challenging
viewpoints (e.g. ceiling of retail stores, angled views at airports)

 Is formulated as a multi-task learning problem to selectively
predict partial poses in case of noise or occlusion

 These viewpoints are difficult for existing pose estimation algorithms

 Learns geometric body part variations

Input: Single depth image

Output: Body part locations in 3D

 Combines a CNN and RNN to self-correct previous pose estimates

We propose a viewpoint invariant model for human pose estimation that
embeds local regions onto a learned feature space with a multi-task loss.

Towards Viewpoint Invariance

Multi-Task Loss

Input Representation

Partial Poses
 In extreme viewpoints (e.g. top view), many body parts are occluded
 To account for this, our model simultaneously predicts:
 The location of each body part (real values)
 Whether the body part is visible or occluded (binary)

A glimpse is a retina-like encoding of the
input [1]. Pixels further from the glimpse
center are blurred.
Two different glimpses

 Glimpses force our model to focus on specific regions instead of
analyzing the full input image
 We use one glimpse per body part
Learned Viewpoint Invariant Feature Space

Loss Function
 We jointly optimize the body part detector and the body part
localization (error feedback) objectives

1. Input glimpses are converted to a point cloud
2. A spatial transformer [2] warps the cloud and can create artificial
occlusions that may occur in other viewpoints
3. After training, the warped point cloud can be interpreted as a
viewpoint invariant feature embedding of 3D body parts

Results

Body part detector (visibility loss)
User-defined mixing coefficient (hyperparameter)

Number of body parts (fixed)

Ground truth body party visibility (1 if visible)

Body part logits (model prediction)

Localization error
Predicted and ground truth error feedback values

Datasets
 Existing depth-based human pose datasets are small in size, both in
number of images and number of classes
 We collected a new dataset of 100K depth images with pixel-wise
body part labels and 3D human body part locations

[3]

Stanford EVAL Dataset [5]

Invariant-Top View Dataset (Ours)

[4]

 The dataset has been made publicly available online at:
We define a successful detection if the predicted body part location is
less than 10 cm from the ground truth location.

Body Part Detection Rate
(Viewpoint Transfer Task)

Body Part Detection Rate
(Feedback Mechanisms)

https://www.albert.cm/projects/viewpoint_3d_pose/
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